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The FullStop® Saracen Hitch Lock gives you the peace of mind 
that your valuable mobile property is protected.
In order to ensure optimal use of your hitch lock, we recommend 
that you read this manual completely.

Can be fitted when your vehicle is hitched or unhitched, but 
must not be fitted during transit.

Insert key and turn to unlock.

Remove lock barrel assembly from main body and base.

If stabiliser is fitted, lift handle to vertical position.

Position the main body over the hitch handle ensuring the 
handle end is recessed fully into the enclosed end of the 
Hitchlock. Fit the base section onto the bottom of the main 
body. Replace the lock barrel assembly and lock into position.

Your Hitch Lock



If stabiliser is fitted its handle may be pushed back down into 
position over the Hitchlock.

Insert key and turn to unlock.

Remove lock barrel assembly from main body and base.

If stabiliser is fitted, lift handle to vertical position.

Insert security ball.

Position the main body over the hitch handle ensuring the 
handle end is recessed fully into the enclosed end of the 
Hitchlock.

Replace the lock barrel assembly and lock into position. Fit 
the base section onto the bottom of the main body.

If stabiliser is fitted its handle may be pushed back down into 
position over the Hitchlock. Ensure handle is in the fully closed 
position.

Use in conjunction with some form of coupling; this includes 
a hitch post (Fortress model FSHP10) or a vehicle. When 
the hitch lock cannot be used with a coupling, a secondary 
security device (such as a wheel clamp) should be used. This 
is necessary to inhibit theft by towing.

 

Fit protective cap to lock barrel to help prevent ingress of dirt 
or water. Thereafter spray the outside of the lock body with a 
light oil such as WD-40 or equivalent every sixteen weeks.

Unhitched

Maintenance
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Disclaimer
If used properly, your FullStop® product will be an effective deterrent. However, nothing 
can stop the efforts of the most determined thief, and to this end no liability is accepted for 
any loss and/or damage caused by any illegal activity including theft or vandalism. Liability 
also not accepted for any loss and/or damage arising from misuse, unauthorised repair or 
alteration and failure to follow the user guide directions. No form of consequential loss what 
so ever will be accepted.


